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Abstract
One way to improve treatment effects of chronic pain is to identify and improve control over mechanisms of therapeutic change. One treatment approach that includes a specific proposed mechanism is Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) with its focus on increasing psychological flexibility (PF). The aim of the present study was to examine the role of PF as a mechanism of change in ACT. This is based on mediation analyses of data from a previously reported randomized controlled trial evaluating the effectiveness of an ACT-based online intervention for chronic pain (ACTonPain).

We performed secondary analyses on pre-, post-treatment, and follow-up data from 302 adults, receiving a guided (n=100) or unguided (n=101) version of ACTonPain, or allocated to the waitlist control group (n=101). Structural equation modelling (SEM) and a bias-corrected bootstrap approach were applied to examine the indirect effects of the treatment through pre- and post-treatment changes in the latent construct reflecting PF. The latent construct consisted of data from the Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire and the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire. The outcomes were pre-treatment to follow-up changes in pain interference, anxiety, depression, pain, and mental and physical health.

SEM analyses revealed that changes in PF significantly mediated pre-treatment to follow-up changes in all outcomes in the intervention groups compared to waitlist (standardized estimates ranged from 0.16 to 0.69). Global model fit yielded modest but acceptable results.

Findings are consistent with the theoretical framework behind ACT and contribute to growing evidence supporting a focus on PF in order to optimize treatment effects.
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1. Introduction

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is a current form of Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) that has been shown to be effective in the treatment of chronic pain based on several recent reviews [34,44,87]. The effect sizes of ACT and more traditional forms of CBT are comparable, suggesting ACT as a potential alternative to other forms of CBT [64,93]. Recent meta-analyses and reviews of ACT and CBT in the treatment of pain however indicate that the effect sizes vary considerably across outcomes and trials, including weak effects of unknown clinical significance [44,66,97]. One way to overcome weak treatment effects is to design and evaluate interventions on a theoretically coherent basis [66] and investigate treatment processes in order increase treatment outcomes. ACT includes an explicit theoretical framework and model of treatment process [62,64]. The overarching treatment process is referred to as “psychological flexibility” (PF), defined as “the capacity to persist with and change behavior in a manner that incorporates conscious and open contact with thoughts and feelings, and that is consistent with one's values and goals” [62,79]. PF includes six underlying components: acceptance, cognitive defusion, present moment awareness, self-as-context, values, and committed action [39,80].

A growing number of observational studies, uncontrolled and controlled trials, and reviews support the potential of PF specifically in relation to chronic pain [59,61–64,86,88,90], and in health and wellbeing more generally [28,46]. Evidence for the role of components of PF in relation to physical, emotional and social functioning in chronic pain is generally consistent and supportive [65,79,84,89,92,94,95]. However, while current data suggest that improved outcomes observed in ACT result from improvements in PF, this conclusion comes primarily from correlational studies and not from studies that can directly test mediation as such. Currently, studies examining the impact of ACT-related mechanisms on intervention outcomes using robust statistical approaches to mediation analysis, such as structural equation modelling (SEM), are missing [91]. Better analyses of mediation in randomized controlled studies of ACT represent a means to better understand treatment processes and perhaps a means to improve treatment outcomes [99].

Along with a focus on treatment process, another important challenge is to improve accessibility of effective, evidence-based treatments [37,77], especially for chronic pain. It is repeatedly demonstrated that individuals with chronic pain do not or cannot access adequate treatments [11,81]. In light of the high prevalence of chronic pain, affecting approximately one in five adults worldwide [11,32], Internet- and Mobile-based interventions (IMIs) might be a feasible means to improve chronic pain health care [6,23,58,76,98].
Whereas numerous clinical trials demonstrate the efficacy of IMIs for chronic pain [14,26,42,58], little is known about the effective ingredients in IMIs in general [2,12,67]. While recent research has focused on a mediating role of therapist support (comparing guided versus unguided self-help) [5,75], less work has been done investigating the impact of the key, underlying, theoretically-based, treatment processes [67], as outlined here, particularly in relation to chronic pain.

The aim of the present study was to examine treatment process in a recently conducted randomized controlled trial (RCT) examining the effectiveness of guided and unguided versions of online ACT for chronic pain (ACTonPain) compared to a waitlist control group (WLC) [54,55]. A significant role for PF in relation to all outcomes was predicted.

2 Methods
2.1 Participants and setting
The sample has been described in detail in previous reports [54,55]. Briefly, we recruited individuals with chronic pain between October 2014 and August 2015 through a comprehensive online and offline advertisement strategy including collaboration with a large German health insurance company. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (a) age ≥ 18 years, (b) chronic pain duration of at least six months (c) Chronic Pain Grade ≥ II (CPG, [50]), (d) sufficient knowledge of the German language, (e) sufficient computer and Internet literacy, (f) Internet access (g) and medical suitability for participation in an online intervention for chronic pain. Participants were excluded in case of (a) cancer-related pain, (b) ongoing or planned psychological pain treatment within the following three months, (c) and elevated risk of suicide.

All outcomes were assessed via online assessments at pre-treatment (T0), post-treatment (T1, nine weeks after randomization) and at follow-up (T2, six months after randomization). In total, 302 participants were included and randomly allocated to ACTonPain either with or without therapist support (n=100 and 101, respectively) or WLC (n=101). At baseline, the mean age of the sample was 51.7 years (SD=13.1), they ranged in age from 20 to 86. 84% of the participants were women, the majority was well educated with at least 10 years of school (87.7%), (self-)employed (58%) or retired (34%) and reported other physical (57%) and psychiatric problems (39%) (see discussion on sample characteristics published in [55]). The three groups did not differ significantly on any of the demographic variables or symptoms and all outcome and process measures were comparable at T0 (all variables p>.05).
On average, 92% of the participants reported prior pain treatments and all participants had unrestricted access to routine care. Treatment uptake was assessed as part of the health-economic analysis of the study that is currently being carried out and will be published in a separate article [70] due to the complexity of the subject.

2.2 Measures of outcome variables and mediators
For this secondary analysis, we chose all outcomes as in the main analysis [54,55] except for the Patient Global Impression of Change Scale (PGIC;[33]) that is not considered in this study because it was only collected following treatment. These outcomes were chosen in accordance to the recommendations of the Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials (IMMPACT [24,25]). Unlike in the main analysis, the assessed ACT-related process variables were summarized as the latent construct psychological flexibility (PF) that was used as the mediating variable in the present analysis.

2.2.1 Primary outcome
Pain interference. The interference subscale of the Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI [48], German version: MPI-D, [29]) was used to measure the degree to which pain interferes with everyday activities. The subscale comprises 10 items rated on a 7-point scale ranging from 0 = “no interference/change” to 6 = “extreme interference/change”. The summary score results from the arithmetic mean of all items.

2.2.2 Secondary outcomes
Physical functioning. The IMMPACT recommends the use of both MPI and Brief Pain Inventory (BPI [47]; German version: [74]) to assess physical functioning as when doing so it would not impose an undue burden on participants [24]. Participants rated the degree of pain interference within the last 24 hours on seven interference items with regard to sleep, mood, social relations, and enjoyment of life. Higher mean scores of the seven interference items indicate higher interference of pain with physical functioning [19].

Emotional functioning. Emotional functioning was measured using the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9 [51]) and the Generalized Anxiety Disorder Screener (GAD-7 [56]). The PHQ-9 assesses nine symptoms of depression over the past two weeks based on DSM-IV. The GAD-7 assesses the core symptoms in Generalized Anxiety Disorder according to DSM-IV criteria for the past two weeks. In both questionnaires, higher sum scores indicate greater symptom severity.
Pain intensity. Pain intensity is assessed using an 11-point Numeric Rating Scale (NRS; 0 = “no pain”, 10 = “pain as bad as you can imagine”). Required ratings refer to participants’ worst, least, and average pain within the past week as well as their currently experienced pain. The mean of all four scales was calculated.

Health related quality of life. The Short Form 12 (SF-12 [57]) consists of 12 items assessing different aspects of physical and mental health. Altogether, the SF-12 covers the following health domains: physical functioning, role limitations, pain, general health perception, vitality, mental health, emotional role, and social functioning. The items are scored using the Quality Metric’s Scoring Software. The raw scores from each subscale are used to generate a composite score for mental (MCS) and physical (PCS) health (range: 0 to 100) with higher scores indicating higher levels of health.

2.2.3 ACT-related process variables
Two questionnaires were used to assess the latent construct for PF, the core process of ACT.

Acceptance and action. The German version (Fragebogen zu Akzeptanz und Handeln II [FAH-II]; [43]) of the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire-II (AAQ-II [8]) was used as a general measure of psychological inflexibility. As outlined in the literature, the FAH-II assesses a person’s willingness to experience unwanted thoughts and feelings (e.g. “I worry about getting my worries and feelings under control”) and a person’s ability to act despite the presence of undesirable thoughts and feelings (e.g. “My painful memories keep me from having a fulfilling life”). However, the assessed construct is inconsistently referred to as (general psychological) acceptance, experiential avoidance, or psychological (in)flexibility [9,60]. Note that items were reverse coded in this study so that higher sum scores indicate higher PF (range: 0 to 42). The AAQ has been frequently employed in investigations of treatment process yielding evidence of PF as a mediator of ACT interventions in a variety of populations [7,27,31,53].

Pain-related acceptance. The Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (CPAQ [96], German version; [68]) was used as a more pain specific measure of psychological flexibility. The CPAQ assesses two constructs of pain-related acceptance, namely activity engagement (CPAQ AE, 11 items, range: 0 to 66) and pain willingness (CPAQ PW, 9 items, range: 0 to 54). Activity engagement refers to engagement in daily activities in the presence of pain [65]. Pain willingness reflects a pattern of refraining from attempts to control or avoid pain [65]. Higher CPAQ AE, PW, and total scores (range: 0 to 114) indicate higher activity engagement, pain willingness and pain acceptance, respectively.
Numerous studies show that the CPAQ is a well validated measure with high internal consistency, reliability over time, and significant relations with measures of emotional, physical, and social functioning [65,68].

2.3 Intervention: ACTonPain
Detailed information on the online intervention ACTonPain can be found in Lin et al.[54]. Briefly, ACTonPain comprises one introduction module and seven treatment modules. All treatment modules target core change processes proposed by Hayes, Strosahl and Wilson [38–40] and consist of psychoeducative elements, videos and audio files, metaphors, mindfulness exercises, and interactive features such as quizzes. In addition, three testimonials with “typical examples” of persons with chronic pain are introduced and these stories accompany the participants throughout the different modules to model behavior patterns that reflect all core processes in PF. Within homework assignments module content is applied and skills are practiced and developed. Participants were encouraged to work on one module each week. Each module requires approximately 60 minutes to be completed. Table 1 provides a summary of the modules’ content and the corresponding PF processes, mainly addressed in treatment modules 1 to 7. Further, participants could choose to receive supportive text messages throughout the course of the intervention and access to administrative and technical support via email.

- Table 1 about here -

Participants were randomly allocated to receive either a guided or unguided version of the intervention (ACTonPain guided/unguided). Guidance was provided by trained eCoaches (psychologists) and included standardized feedback messages, positive reinforcement for behavior reflecting PF, as well as reminder messages in case of delayed module completion. Participants in WLC were allowed to receive any treatment as usual (TAU) and were provided access to the intervention after having completed the last online-assessment.

2.4 Summary of previously reported RCT results
As previously reported [55], a repeated measure MANOVA was performed. In this model, significant Group*Time effects of the three groups and three time levels (pre- (T0), post-treatment (T1) and follow-up (T2)) were found for the primary and secondary outcome measures. Subsequent univariate, repeated measures, follow-up tests were conducted examining the interaction effects with regard to each outcome variable as well as each time-comparison (T0 to T1 and T0 to T2, respectively).
Post-hoc analyses on group comparisons with Bonferroni correction concerning the primary outcome were conducted for outcomes with significant Group*Time effects. These analyses revealed that at T1 and T2, guided – but not unguided – ACTonPain showed significantly (p<.05) lower pain interference (T1: d=0.58; T2: d=0.58) and higher pain acceptance (T1: d=0.59; T2: d=0.76) compared to WLC. Unguided ACTonPain showed a significant benefit compared to WLC in depression at T2 (d=0.50). No differences were found between the two ACTonPain-groups (p>.05).

However, participants in the ACTonPain guided group completed more modules than those in the ACTonPain unguided group (M=5.94; SD=2.80 vs. M=4.74; SD=2.89, F(1,199)=8.92; p<.01, the number of completed modules ranging between 0 to 8, see Lin and colleagues [55] for analysis details). 40% and 61% in the guided and unguided group, respectively did not complete intervention. Both groups showed a high level of treatment satisfaction, assessed with the adapted, eight-item version of the German Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-8 [3,10]). In both ACTonPain conditions, the majority of subjects (82%) would recommend the training to a friend in need of psychological help (item 4, answers of “rather yes” or “yes, completely”) in T1.

2.5 Mediation Model, Indirect and direct effects

The purpose of mediation analyses is to explore the impact of a mediating variable (M) on the relationship between an independent (X) and a dependent (Y) variable [35,101]. In general, the indirect effect (denoted as ab) can be defined by the cross-product of the regression coefficient for the relationship between X (treatment allocation) and M (a-path) and the coefficient for the relationship between M and Y (b-path,[101]). In turn, the direct effect (c-path connecting the X and Y) reflects the extent to which differences in X relate to differences in Y independent of the mediator’s influence [35]. In this study, we investigate if the reported effect in the ACTonPain RCT [55] results from changes in PF.

To assess the indirect effect of the treatment on the outcomes through changes in PF, the model as depicted in Figure 1 was proposed. It is important to note that all outcomes in the model were represented by their change scores with regard to the change between T0 to T2. The latent variable PF however, was represented by the change scores between T0 to T1 in this model since the PF theory suggest that changes in the outcomes appear as a consequence of changes in PF. We refrained from using PF data that was assessed during the treatment since attrition from treatment in the unguided group was high with rates of 46%, 58% and 61% after the modules two, four and six, respectively.
In contrast, the attrition rates in the guided group were at 29%, 35%, and 40% after the modules two, four, and six, respectively. Therefore, we were not able to investigate the influence of change in PF during the course of the treatment on the change of outcomes from T0 to T1.

Due to the multidimensional nature of the treatment variable, the indicator coding approach proposed by Hayes and Preacher [36] was applied. Treatment groups were represented by two dummy coded variables, denoted as D1 and D2. D1 coded the unguided treatment group with all codes set to 1 for cases receiving ACTonPain unguided and 0 otherwise. Similarly, D2 coded the guided treatment group with all codes set to 1 for cases receiving ACTonPain guided and 0 otherwise. The WLC functioned as the reference category in the analysis receiving a code of 0 on both D1 and D2. Consequentially, parameters in the model related to group differences quantify differences relative to this reference group. Further, variables were modelled with measurement error, denoted with the capital letter E. Process variables were modelled with covarying error terms, assuming shared variability other than that due to the underlying factor [49]. In order to attain model identification, the path leading from the latent construct to CPAQ AE is constrained to equal one.

- Figure 1 about here -

2.6 Statistical Analysis
According to the intention-to-treat principle (ITT), analysis was conducted including all available data regardless of completion of the online intervention. Analysis of missing data patterns did not indicate a strictly monotone pattern or any other systematic pattern of missing values. Little’s MCAR test indicated data as missing completely at random, \( \chi^2(1779) = 604.73, p=.99 \). Missing data were imputed using the expectation maximization algorithm (EM) in Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, version 20).

2.6.1 Structural Equation Modeling
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used to investigate if changes in PF mediated changes in the assessed outcomes. SEM analysis was conducted with specialized SEM software, IBM SPSS AMOS 22, using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. SEM is considered superior to standard regression methods since it allows for a simultaneous test of the proposed relationships and provides model fit measures that can substantially add to the information
gained from a mere significance test [22,73]. Further, SEM is a much more flexible approach than standard regression analysis for multiple mediators or dependent variables can easily be included simultaneously [22].

To assess the significance of the indirect and direct effects, bias-corrected 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using nonparametric bootstrapping procedures as recommended by Preacher and Hayes [72]. All analyses were based on a total of 5000 bootstrap samples. Estimates were considered statistically significant if the CI does not include zero. Standardized estimates, their corresponding standard error and p-values (two-tailed) are reported. Since AMOS does not calculate regular standard errors for indirect effects, bootstrap standard errors are reported. We refrained from calculating formal measures of effect size since each method for doing this in mediation analyses is limited and the magnitude of the indirect effect in its standardized form is already interpretable [101]. The standardized indirect effect provides a scale-free measure that allows a direct comparison of effects across differently scaled outcomes and can be used for synthesis across studies (73).

In accordance with Woody [101], we regard mediation as demonstrated if paths a and b, and ab (the indirect effect), are statistically significant on the basis of acceptable or adequate model fit. Model fit was assessed using the \( \chi^2 \) goodness-of-fit statistic and approximate fit indices, i.e. root mean square error of approximation (RSMEA), the Goodness-of-Fit index (GFI) the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) and the \( \chi^2/df \). According to Schermelleh-Engel et al. [78], it is necessary to consider multiple criteria and to evaluate model fit on the basis of various measures simultaneously.

4 Results

We considered participants who did not complete all questionnaires at T1 or T2 as dropouts from the study. The overall study dropout rate was 24% and 39% at T1 and T2, respectively. In the ACTonPain guided, unguided, and WLC groups, 29%, 33% and 11% of the participants dropped out at T1 and 46%, 45% and 26% at T2, respectively. Reasons for these study dropouts were not assessed. We checked data for (univariate) normality and found it suitable for parametric analysis. However, the assumption of multivariate normality, which is required for SEM analysis, was not met. Nevertheless, the maximum likelihood technique has proven to be relatively robust to violations of the multivariate normality assumption and is recommended by several authors for this case [45,69].
4.1 Model fit

The mediation model fit the data at $\chi^2(35)=164.65$, $p<.00$, RMSEA=0.11, GFI=0.90, SRMR=0.06, $\chi^2/df=4.70$. While the RMSEA and $\chi^2/df$ values were indicative of unacceptable fit [13], the SRMR and the GFI values were indicative as of acceptable fit [78]. The low model fit shown by the RMSEA and $\chi^2/df$ values might reflect that the data did not meet the assumption of multivariate normality [4]. Given that the indices of model fit were inconclusive and modifying the model solely on the basis of modification indices should never be conducted [78], we did not apply any model modifications. The model under investigation reflects the assumptions of the PF theory and therefore, no further theory-based modifications were applied in this model.

4.2 Mediation Analysis

Standardized parameter estimates of the direct and indirect paths, standard errors, their corresponding significance effects and confidence intervals are provided in Table 2.

| Table 2 about here |

Group membership was positively associated with increases in PF (a-paths). Specifically, increases in PF in the treatment groups were larger than changes in WLC with growth differing by 0.62 standardized units (95% CI [0.36; 0.88], $p<.01$) in the unguided treatment group and by 0.72 units (95% CI [0.44; 0.97]; $p<.01$) in the guided treatment group. Furthermore, holding group membership constant, PF was, in turn, significantly associated with improvements in all outcomes (b-paths), CIs did not include zero, all $p<.05$.

In both treatment groups, treatment showed an indirect effect on all outcomes through changes in PF as all indirect effects (ab-paths) were significantly different from zero without 95% CIs covering zero (all $p<.0$). The estimates for the indirect effects can be interpreted as the difference in T0 to T2 change between the treatment groups compared to WLC. For example, the unguided group, compared to WLC (grouping variable D1), showed less pain inference by 0.54 standardized units mediated through PF. A comparison of indirect effects across both group variables further revealed that indirect effects through the change in PF were larger for the grouping variable D2 (ACTonPain guided vs. WLC) on all outcomes.
When the influence of PF was held constant, direct effects of group membership could be found (c-paths) with regard to the outcomes MPI, BPI, PHQ, GAD and SF-12 MCS but not regarding pain intensity and SF-12 PCS. A closer examination of direct and indirect effects showed that they have opposite signs which can indicate a suppression effect \([17,45,49,69,101]\) of PF on the relationship between treatment and outcomes.

5 Discussion
The central purpose of the present analysis was to examine the underlying change mechanisms in the course of an internet-based ACT for chronic pain (ACTonPain). Results support the role of PF as a mechanism of change in ACTonPain.

5.1 Treatment effects on psychological flexibility
PF significantly increased in both ACTonPain groups compared to WLC. This finding is in line with numerous studies demonstrating that ACT is associated with increases in facets of PF in individuals with chronic pain \([15,30,55,60,79]\). Overall, the increase in aspects of PF fits with previous expectations since elements of ACTonPain explicitly aim at promoting PF. Like in other trials of online ACT for chronic pain \([15,85]\), this study shows that PF can increase when the treatment is delivered online. Consistent with findings that guided IMIs may yield greater effects than unguided ones \([4,70,84]\), greater changes in PF according to the coefficients were found in the guided treatment group.

5.2 Psychological flexibility as a mediator
Our mediation analysis revealed that treatment effects on T0 to T2 changes were mediated by T0 to T1 changes in PF in all outcomes. We note some inconsistency here relative to earlier reported results. In the main RCT \([55]\) significant differences between the treatment groups and WLC were only found with regard to a few outcomes. This inconsistency may be partly due to different methodological approaches that were applied, such as from calculating change scores and comparing the groups using dummy variables in order to conduct the SEM. Our findings are in line with previous investigations of change processes in the course of ACT for chronic pain \([16,60,84,91,92]\). Thus, these findings highlight the functional importance of PF as an underlying mechanism of therapeutic improvement.
5.3 Limitations

This study has some limitations. First, study dropouts were high and reasons for dropping out were not assessed. Future research on IMIs should use a standard method (that still needs to be developed) for assessing these to improve the acceptance of IMIs for a broad group of patients. Second, treatment attrition in this study was high, but comparable with IMI trials in general (treatment dropout rates ranging from 1 to 50% [18]). One equivalent trial on a CBT IMI for chronic pain found attrition rates to be at 24%, 29% and 36% in the groups with regular, optional, or no guidance, respectively [23]. In the two existing ACT-based IMIs for chronic pain, attrition rates of 28% [85] and 8% [15] were reported. There was a high treatment attrition in the unguided ACTonPain group with regard to the assessment of change in PF during the course of the treatment, thus change in PF during ACTonPain and its effect on the outcomes at T1 could not be analyzed. Further, not all core facets of PF were reflected in the latent construct of PF in our model. Although most processes within the PF model have been examined in chronic pain using separate questionnaires [62,79,84,91,95,102], few of these measures are available in German. Furthermore, questions have been raised concerning the content validity of measures of acceptance [52], including the AAQ [99], and some of these find weak content validity [31,52,100] which may have resulted in lower model fit indices in this study. However, recent research highlights that measures of individual components of PF are highly interrelated and should be used in a more integrative manner (73). A factor analysis by Scott and colleagues (73) revealed a bifactor model including an overarching, general openness-related factor, largely dominated by items on acceptance and defusion. The findings are consistent with the reconceptualized three-part model of PF, i.e. ‘open, aware, and active’ [41]. Therefore, the measures that were used in this study, mainly reflecting acceptance, are likely to register the main quality of PF. Moreover, the authors point out that a unidimensional focus on single facets might not reliably reflect the portions of variance related to the theoretically distinct sub-processes of PF (73), thus, supporting our approach of using a latent construct as a measure of PF. Finally, it should be noted that other potential mechanisms not necessarily theoretically related (e.g., catastrophizing), were not assessed and competing models were not tested. Future studies should compare different treatment processes in order to compare their fit and select the most adequate model for further study.
5.4 Strengths

This study is one of relatively few to explicitly focus on mediation in an RCT design. Although the evidence-base for IMIs (not only for chronic pain) is growing and promising [1,14,26], consistent findings that identify mediators are still lacking in the literature [1,2]. This is partly due to the high heterogeneity of studies on the efficacy and effectiveness of IMIs, in terms of therapeutic models (e.g. CBT or psychodynamic therapy), clinical setting (e.g. stand-alone or blended) and target population (e.g. anxiety, depression, chronic pain). Another important barrier is the lack of a fully coherent theory to guide the conceptualization and testing of potentially relevant mediators in a way that is specific to the treatments under investigation. The theoretical framework and SEM approach chosen to examine mediation effects represents an explicit strength of this study. In particular SEM has been shown to outperform standard regression approaches [43,99] used in prior research applied to ACT and PF, and can, beyond that, substantially add to the mere assessment of indirect effects using SPSS or SAS procedures by providing model fit statistics [22].

In our mediation model, PF was reflected as T0 to T1 change and outcomes were reflected as T0 to T2 changes. This temporal ordering contributes to the implicit causal assumption that the effects of ACTonPain on PF occur prior to the treatment effects on the outcomes. The findings of this study based on this methodological approach support the theoretical assumption that changes in aspects of PF precede corresponding changes in the outcomes.

In addition, this is the first investigation of internet-based ACT comparing both a guided and unguided version of the intervention. Albeit not necessarily surprising, the present analysis showed that previous findings of PF functioning as a mediator in the context of guided internet-based ACT [85] also appear applicable in the context of unguided interventions.

5.5 Conclusion and future directions

In conclusion, the present study contributes to evidence in favor of the theoretical framework incorporated in ACT by showing that PF may function as a mechanism of change in an IMI for chronic pain. The limitations and strengths discussed above reflect the challenges and opportunities for developing an adequate design for the investigation of change processes, not only in the treatment of chronic pain, but more generally in the application of ACT.

For the future, the assessment of both process and outcome variables at multiple time points, such as daily or weekly ratings, are needed to allow for more sophisticated methodological approaches and designs, such as latent growth curve models [82], and autoregressive models [20].
A central requirement for this kind of analysis however, is approximately complete data sets [21] and therefore higher treatment completion and study retention rates among the participants. Therefore, more effective engagement and retention strategies are needed in future on- and offline interventions.

Future research ought to focus more widely on all key facets of PF [80] and their interaction and explicitly combine outcome analyses with theoretically-based treatment processes in ACT. Current measures are limited, can be imprecise or heterogeneous in their content, and can overlap in their data, such as the CPAQ and FAH (German AAQ-II) that were used in this study. Both questionnaires are explicitly developed to assess acceptance and PF and they are neither the same nor completely different. A recent review on different measures for acceptance revealed that acceptance has been defined in different ways within different measures [51]. To a certain extent, this is based on differing assumptions and theoretical frameworks being applied. It will be important to more clearly acknowledge and state these background assumptions.

The research on change processes in ACT remains in development. With further detailed research into aspects of PF, it may be possible to enhance treatment effects. For example, a recent study of treatment-resistant panic disorder with/without agoraphobia showed that increased (re-)engagement in valued behaviors occurs prior to reductions in suffering [32]. This study supports more frequent assessments of effect-relevant aspects of PF in the course of ACT. This is so that those who design and deliver treatments can continuously adjust the content of the treatment and ultimately maximize treatment effects. In the population of chronic pain, if change in components of PF underlie improvements in outcome and data show that these components are not changing to an adequate degree, some adjustment in treatment methods would appear necessary.

Further study of treatment processes in IMIs is recommended. First, ACT-based IMIs can be implemented widely and thus provide effective evidence-based interventions for many individuals that would otherwise remain untreated. Second, ACT-based IMIs can be tailored; thereby explicitly and automatically targeting individual needs with the result that treatment effects may be greater. Considering the findings of Gloster and colleagues [31], an IMI can be strategically designed to focus on specific priority processes in an order that optimizes outcome. Finally, as ACT is regarded as a generally applicable therapeutic model [39] that focuses on the promotion of PF rather than specific clinical symptoms, developed ACT IMIs may be easily transferable to other health problems.
In general, a case is made here for greater focus on unifying theory, and on process-focused or mechanism-based treatment development, in conjunction with innovative implementation and delivery methods [37,77].
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**Figure legends**

Figure 1. Hypothesized mediation model. Note: D1 = dummy coded grouping variable representing the contrast between WLC and ACTonPain unguided, D2 = dummy coded grouping variable representing the contrast between WLC and ACTonPain guided, PF = Psychological flexibility, represented by the pre- to post-treatment (T0-T1) change scores. All outcomes are represented by their pre-treatment to follow-up (T0-T2) change scores. The red arrows indicate covariances that was added to the model due to the theoretically assumed high correlation between the variables. Dotted arrows represent indirect effects with dark blue arrows indicating a-paths (relationship between group and PF) and light blue arrows indicating b-paths (relationship between PF and outcomes). Direct effects are represented by continuous green arrows (c-paths represent the relationship between groups and outcomes).
Table 1. Overview of the intervention’s content. Modified from Lin et al. (2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>ACT processes</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction: What to expect from the training?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Overview and summary of the intervention’s content, introduction of case examples of chronic pain patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 1: Welcome</td>
<td>present moment awareness</td>
<td>Mindfulness exercise, psychoeducation: acute and chronic pain, creative hopelessness, metaphor: “the man in the hole”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 2: Control and acceptance</td>
<td>present moment awareness, acceptance</td>
<td>Primary and secondary pain, short-term and long-term consequences, mindfulness exercise, metaphors: “the shark trap” and “the radio”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 3: Thoughts and emotions</td>
<td>present moment awareness, defusion, values</td>
<td>Mindfulness exercise, defusion exercise on coping with thoughts and emotions, formulation of goals, metaphor: “the bus”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 4: You and your self</td>
<td>present moment awareness, self-as-context, values</td>
<td>Mindfulness exercise, metaphor: „the chessboard“, values assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 5: What I value in life</td>
<td>present moment awareness, values</td>
<td>Mindfulness exercise, values compass, metaphor: “the farewell party”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 6: Commitment</td>
<td>present moment awareness, acceptance, committed action</td>
<td>Mindfulness exercise, to live according to one’s values, willingness exercise, metaphor: “my party”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 7: Looking ahead</td>
<td>present moment awareness, values</td>
<td>Summary, maintenance plan, evaluation of previously set goals, mindfulness in daily life, metaphor: “the skier”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Parameter estimates (standard errors), significance tests and confidence intervals for the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct Effects (a-, b- and c-paths), p-values</th>
<th>Indirect Effects (ab-paths)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standardized estimates (SD)</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-D</td>
<td>0.42 (0.28), ( p = .00 )</td>
<td>0.13; 1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPI-D</td>
<td>0.47 (0.30), ( p = .00 )</td>
<td>0.15; 1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRS</td>
<td>0.24 (0.26), ( p = .14 )</td>
<td>-0.05; 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-9</td>
<td>0.41 (0.29), ( p = .01 )</td>
<td>0.09; 1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD-7</td>
<td>0.49 (0.27), ( p = .00 )</td>
<td>0.21; 1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF12 MCS</td>
<td>-0.38 (0.22), ( p = .01 )</td>
<td>-0.90; -0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF12 PCS</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.14), ( p = .57 )</td>
<td>-0.37; 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF (a-path)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.13), ( p = .00 )</td>
<td>0.36; 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-D</td>
<td>0.36 (0.32), ( p = .02 )</td>
<td>0.04; 1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPI-D</td>
<td>0.46 (0.35), ( p = .01 )</td>
<td>0.11; 1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRS</td>
<td>0.22 (0.28), ( p = .17 )</td>
<td>-0.07; 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ-9</td>
<td>0.49 (0.34), ( p = .01 )</td>
<td>0.13; 1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD-7</td>
<td>0.54 (0.31), ( p = .00 )</td>
<td>0.21; 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF12 MCS</td>
<td>-0.39 (0.24), ( p = .01 )</td>
<td>-0.98; -0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF12 PCS</td>
<td>-0.09 (0.17), ( p = .45 )</td>
<td>-0.44; 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF (a-path)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.14), ( p = .00 )</td>
<td>0.44; 0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CI = Confidence Interval, PF = Psychological flexibility, SE = standard error. D1 = dummy coded grouping variable representing the contrast between WLC and ACTonPain unguided, D2 = dummy coded grouping variable representing the contrast between WLC and ACTonPain guided. Direct effects of D1 and D2 on PF represent a-paths; direct effects of PF on outcome measures represent the corresponding b-paths, direct effects of D1 and D2 on outcome measures represent the corresponding c-paths. The product of a- and b-paths results in the respective indirect effect (ab).